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 n .For a Hamming space X , d , the set of n-length words over the alphabeta H
 4 nX s 0, 1, . . . , a y 1 endowed with the distance d , which for two words x sa H
 . n  . nx , . . . , x , y s y , . . . , y g X counts the number of different components,1 n 1 n a
we determine the maximal cardinality of subsets with a prescribed diameter d or,
in another language, anticodes with distance d. We refer to the result as the
diametric theorem.
In a sense anticodes are dual to codes, which have a prescribed lower bound on
the pairwise distance. It is a hopeless task to determine their maximal sizes exactly.
 .We find it remarkable that the diametric theorem for arbitrary a can be
derived from our recent complete intersection theorem, which can be viewed as a
 .diametric theorem for a s 2 in the restricted case, where all n-length words
considered have exactly k ones. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. PREVIOUS RESULTS, CONJECTURES,
AND THE NEW THEOREM
w xThis paper is another demonstration of the power of the methods of 3 .
We stick to the earlier notation as far as possible and first repeat it. Then
we state the complete intersection theorem in its historical context, be-
cause this enables us to put the new result into proper perspective. Here
we need some more terminology for the formulation of known results and
conjectures for the diametric problem in Hamming space or related
intersection problems. Finally, we state the new diametric theorem.
N denotes the set of positive integers and for i, j g N, i - j, the set
 4 w x w x w xi, i q 1, . . . , j is abbreviated as i, j . Moreover, for 1, j we also write j .
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For k, n g N, k F n, we set
w xnw nx w nx < <w x  42 s F : F ; 1, n and s F g 2 : F s k . 4  /k
A system of sets A ; 2 w nx is called t-intersecting, if
< <A l A G t for all A , A g A, 1.1 .1 2 1 2
 .and I n, t denotes the set of all such systems.
w xn .   .  .4Moreover, we define I n, k, t s A g I n, t : A ; . The investiga-k
 . < <tion of the function M n, k, t s max A , 1 F t F k F n, and theA g In, k , t .
w xstructure of maximal systems was initiated by Erdos, Ko, and Rado 5 .Í
w x  .  .THEOREM EKR 5 . For 1 F t F k and n G n k, t suitable ,0
n y tM n , k , t s . .  /k y t
Clearly, the system
w xn w xA n , k , t s A g : 1, t ; A .  5 /k
n y t .  .is t-intersecting, has cardinality , and is therefore optimal for n G n k, t .0k y t
 .The smallest n k, t , for which this is the case, has been determined by0
w x w xFrankl 6 for t G 15 and subsequently by Wilson 12 for all t:
n k , t s k y t q 1 t q 1 . .  .  .0
w xIn the recent paper 3 we have settled all the remaining cases: n -
 . .k y t q 1 t q 1 . The following result plays a key role in the present
paper.
w xnw x   .COMPLETE INTERSECTION THEOREM AK 3 . Define F s F g :i k
< w x < 4  .F l 1, t q 2 i G t q i for 0 F i F n y t r2. For 1 F t F k F n with
i .
t y 1 t y 1
k y t q 1 2 q - n - k y t q 1 2 q .  . /  /r q 1 r
 4for some r g N j 0
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we ha¨e
< <M n , k , t s F . r
and F is}up to permutations}the unique optimum. By con¨ention, t yr
.1 rr s ` for r s 0.
t y 1
 4ii k y t q 1 2 q s n for r g N j 0 .  .  /r q 1
we ha¨e
< < < <M n , k , t s F s F . r rq1
and an optimal system equals}up to permutations}either F or F .r rq1
Erdos, Ko, and Rado also initiated the study of optimal systems inÍ
 .I n, t and of the function
< <M n , t s max A . .
 .AgI n , t
A complete description was given by Katona, who, in particular, obtained
w xTHEOREM Ka 8 .
n¡ n , if n q t is e¨en ,  /i .is nqt r2~M n , t s . n y 1n
n n q t y 1q , if n q t is odd.  /i  0¢  .is nqtq1 r2 2
w xn .His proof proceeds by estimating ``shadows'' of sets in . Actually, itk
also can be proved by the method of the present paper.
w nx n  4nNow we make a transition from 2 to X s 0, 1 and the more2
n  4ngeneral X s 0, 1, . . . , a y 1 .a
w nx n  .Clearly, any set A g 2 can be represented as word a s a , . . . , a1 n
g X n, where2
1, if i g A ,
a si  w x0, if i g n _ A ,
and conversely. Furthermore, in X n we have a second concept of intersec-a
tion. We call A ; X n t y X -intersecting, if, for all an, bn g A,a a
n n w xint a , b J j g n : a s b G t . 1.2 .  . 4j j
 .Let J n, t denote the set of all such systems.a
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 n n.  w x 4.  n n.Since d a , b s j g 1, n : a / b s n y int a , b , we canH j j
equivalently say that A has a diameter
diam A J max d an , bn F d s n y t .  .Hn na , b gA
or that A is d-diametric.
It is important to notice that the notions t y X -intersecting in X n and2 2
t-intersecting in 2 w nx are quite different!
We are concerned here with the function
< <N n , t s max A . 1.3 .  .a
 .AgJ n , ta
There is already a well-known result for a s 2 due to Kleitman:
w xTHEOREM K1 9 .
 .nyt r2¡ n , if n y t is e¨en ,  /i
is0~N n , t s .2  .nyty1 r2
n y 12 , if n y t is odd.  /¢ i
is0
This result and Theorem Ka imply
N n , t s M n , t . 1.4 .  .  .2
w xActually, it was shown in 2 that the two theorems can be easily derived
from each other by passing through upsets.
 .Finally, we report on the results known to us , which were obtained
 .during the last three decades on N n, t for a ) 2.a
w xBerge 4 proved that
N n , 1 s a ny1 for a G 3. 1.5 .  .a
w x  .  .Livingston 10 showed that the A g J n, 1 satisfying 1.5 are of thea
form
A s an s a , . . . , a g X n : a s a 4 .1 n a i
w x  4 w xfor some i g n and a g 0, 1, . . . , a y 1 . Frankl and Furedi 7 conjec-È
tured that
N n , t s a ny t iff n F t q 1 or a G t q 1, 1.6 .  .a
w xand they proved this for t G 15. Ahlswede, et al. 1 remarked that, for
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 .n F t q 1 q log trlog a y 1 ,
 .nyt r2¡
in
a y 1 , if n y t is even, .  /i
is0~N n , t s 1.7 .  .a  .nyty1 r2
in y 1
a a y 1 , if n y t is odd. .  /¢ i
is0
w x Frankl and Furedi 7 and in a diametric formulation also Ahlswede et al.È
w x.1 have made the
General Conjecture.
< <N n , t s max K for all n , a , t , 1.8 .  .a i
 .0FiF nyt r2
 n.  4where, with the convention B a s j: a s a y 1 ,j
n n n w xK s a g X : B a l 1, t q 2 i G t q i . 1.9 4 .  .i a
 .  .Clearly, K g J n, t for 0 F i F n y t r2.i a
 .  .We note that in this terminology the results 1.6 and 1.7 can be
summarized in the form
< <¡K , if n F t q 1 or a G t q 1, t G 15,0~ log tN n , t s .a < <K , if n F t q 1 q .?nyt .r2 @¢ log a y 1 .
This covers only very few values of the parameters n, a , t. We settle here
all cases by establishing the general conjecture.
 4DIAMETRIC THEOREM. For a G 2 let r g 0 j N be the largest integer
such that
t y 1
t q 2 r - min n q 1, t q 2 . 5a y 2
 . < <   .  . .Then N n, t s K . By con¨ention, t y 1 r s y 2 s ` for a s 2.a r
Remark 1. Actually, we also can prove that, up to permutation of
 41, 2, . . . , n and permutations of the alphabet in the components, there is
 .  .exactly one optimal configuration, unless t ) 1, t q 2 t y 1 r a y 2 F n
 .  .and t y 1 r a y 2 is integral, in which case we have two optimal
configurations, K and K . ty1.ray2.  ty1.ray2.y1
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Remark 2. A generalization of Theorem Ka to every a G 2 can be
obtained with the intersection concept based on the quantity
U n n w xint a , b J j g n : a s b s a y 1 .  4j j
 n n.  .instead of the quantity int a , b defined in 1.2 .
 .  .  .In analogy to N n, t we get now M n, t , where M n, t equals thea a 2
 .  .  .familiar M n, t and obviously ?M n, t F N n, t . The structure of thea a
 .  .K 's and the diametric theorem imply now M n, t s N n, t . In particu-i a a
lar, we have thus shown that Theorem Ka can also be proved by our
methods.
2. REDUCTION TO CANONICAL AND STABLE SETS
 .We give combinatorial characterizations of N n, t of increasing preci-a
sion. The first one is not new.
w xPROPOSITION FF 7 .
n
ny i< <N n , t s max G a y 1 , 2.1 .  .  .a i
 .GgI n , t is0
w xn .where G s G l .i i
We derive this result, because we want to start from first principles and
at the same time introduce some concepts. Here it is more convenient to
n  .write A for a word a s a , . . . , a . It seems that the following transfor-1 n
w xmation was first used by Kleitman 9 .
n  .For any A ; X , any A s a , a , . . . , a g A, and 1 F j F n, 0 F i F aa 1 2 n
y 1, we define
¡ a , . . . , a , a y 1, a , . . . , a , .1 jy1 jq1 n~T A s . if this is not element of A and a s i ,ji j¢
A , otherwise
and
T A s T A : A g A . .  . 4ji ji
Repeated application of these transformations yields after finitely many
steps an AX ; X n, for whicha
T AX s AX for all 1 F j F n , 0 F i F a y 1. 2.2 .  .ji
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DEFINITION 2.1. A set A ; X n is said to be canonical, ifa
T A s A for all 1 F j F n , 0 F i F a y 1. .i j
The transformation T has the important properties to keep the cardinal-ji
<  . < < <ity and the t y X -intersection property unchanged; that is, T A s Aa ji
 .  .  .and A g J n, t implies T A g J n, t . Hencea ji a
< < < <N n , t s max A s max A , 2.3 .  .a
 .  .AgJ n , t AgCJ n , ta a
 .  .  .where CJ n, t ; J n, t is the set of all canonical systems in J n, t .a a a
Now we make the transition to 2 w nx.
 .DEFINITION 2.2. To a system A g CJ n, t we associate the set-theoret-a
 .   . 4  .  .ical image B A s B A : A g A , where B A is defined in 1.8 .
We have an immediate consequence
 w x.  .LEMMA 1 Frankl and Furedi 7 . For A g CJ n, t ,È a
B A g I n , t . .  .
w nx  .  XDEFINITION 2.3. For any D g 2 , we define the upset U D s D g
w nx X4  . w nx2 : D ; D . More generally with slight abuse of notation for C ; 2 ,
we define the upset
U D s U D . .  .D
DgD
Again, we have a direct consequence of the definitions.
 . < <  .  .LEMMA 2. Let A g CJ n, t satisfy A s N n, t , and let B A be thea a
set-theoretical image of A. Then
 .  .i B A is an upset.
<  . <ny B A< <ii A s a y 1 .  .
 .  .B A gB A
n




g s B A l . .i  /i
This yields the proposition. We introduce another familiar concept.
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DEFINITION 2.4. A set of subsets D ; 2 w nx is said to be left-compressed
or stable, if, for every D g D and every 1 F i - j F n with i f D, j g D
X   4.  4.necessarily, D s D _ j j i g D.
 .  .  .We denote by LI n, t ; I n, t the set of all stable systems in I n, t
 .  .  .and by LCJ n, t ; CJ n, t the set of all systems A g CJ n, t witha a a
 .  .  . w xB A g LI n, t . From 2.2 and the left-pushing technique of 5 , it
readily follows that
< < < < < <N n , t s max A s max A s max A . 2.5 .  .a
 .  .  .AgJ n , t AgCJ n , t AgLCJ n , ta a a
Next, for an E g 2 w nx we introduce
V E s A g X n : B A g U E . 2.6 4 .  .  .  .a
Clearly,
ny < E <V E s a . 2.7 .  .
More generally, for E ; 2 w nx we introduce
V E s V E . .  .D
EgE
 .  .DEFINITION 2.5. Let A g CJ n, t and let B A be the set-theoreticala
image of A. Then A is called a-upset, if
A s V B A . . .
 4 w xDEFINITION 2.6. For E s e , e , . . . , e ; n , e - e - ??? - e ,1 2 < E < 1 2 < E <
q . w nxwrite the biggest element e as s E . Also for E ; 2 set< E <
sq E s max sq E . .  .
EgE
The next important properties immediately follow from left-com-
 w x.pressedness arguments similar to those in 3 .
 .  .LEMMA 3. Let A g LCJ n, t , let A be an a-upset, and let B A bea
 .the set-theoretical image of A. Further, let M A be the set of minimal
 .  .elements of B A in the sense of set-theoretical inclusion . Then A is a
disjoint union
A s D E , .D
 .EgM A
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where
n qD E s A s a , . . . , a g X : B A l 1, s E s E .  .  .  . 1 n a
and a q , . . . , a g X nysq E . . 2.8 .  .4s E .q1 n a
 .  .LEMMA 4. For an a-upset A g LCJ n, t , choose E g M A such thata
q . q  ..s E s s M A and consider the set of elements of A, which are only
generated by E, that is,
A s V E _ V M A _ E . .  . .E
Then
A s D E D E is defined in 2.8 .  .  . .E
and
q . < < qs E y E nys E .< <A s a y 1 ? a . 2.9 .  .E
 .LEMMA 5. Let A g LCJ n, t , let A be an a-upset, and let E , E ga 1 2
 . w xM A ha¨e the properties i f E j E , j g E l E for some i, j g n with1 2 1 2
i - j. Then
< <E l E G t q 1.1 2
3. THE TWO MAIN AUXILIARY RESULTS
 . < <  .  .LEMMA 6. For a ) 2 let A g LCJ n, t with A s N n, t , let B Aa a
 .be the set-theoretical image of A, and let M A be the set of all minimal
 .elements of B A . Then
2 t y 1 .q  4s M A s t q 2 r F t q for some r g 0 j N. 3.1 .  . .
a y 2
 .  .Moreo¨er, if t y 1 r a y 2 is a positi¨ e integer, then there exists an
 . < <  .A 9 g LCJ n, t with A 9 s N n, t such thata a
2 t y 1 .
X Xq  4s M A 9 s t q 2 r - t q for some r g 0 j N. 3.2 .  . .
a y 2
 .Remark 1. From this result easily follows the proof of conjecture 1.6 ,
stated in the Introduction. The proof goes as follows: For n F t q 1 or
 . q  X .. < <  .a G t q 1, we have from 3.2 s M A s t and hence A s N n, t sa
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ny t < <a s K and if n ) t q 1 and a - t q 1 it is easily verified that0
< < < <N n , t G K ) K . .a 1 0
Remark 2. From this result the following observation is immediate:
The structure of the optimal families does not depend on n for n G t q
 .  .2 t y 1 r a y 2 .
Remark 3. The proof of Lemma 6 is mainly based on the ideas and
w xmethods used in our previous paper 3 .
 .  .Proof. First we prove 3.1 . Assume to the opposite of 3.1 that
2 t y 1 .qs M A s l ) t q 3.3 .  . .
a y 2
or
2 t y 1 .
l F t q but 2 ¦ l y t . 3.4 .
a y 2
 .We shall show that under these assumptions there exists an A 9 g J n, ta
< < < < < <  .with A 9 ) A , which is a contradiction to A s N n, t . For this wea
start with the partition
ÇM A s M A j M A , .  .  .0 1
where
M A s E g M A : sq E s sq M A s l 4 .  .  .  . .0
and
M A s M A _ M A . .  .  .1 0
 .  .Obviously, for every E g M A and E g M A , we have1 0 2 1
 4E _ l l E G t . .1 2
 .The elements in M A have an important property, which follows imme-0
diately from Lemma 5:
 .  . < <P For any E , E g M A with E l E s t necessarily,1 2 0 1 2
< < < <E q E s l q t .1 2
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 .Now we partition M A according to the cardinalities of its members0
w xn
M A s R , R s M A l . .  .D0 i i 0  /ii
Of course, some of the R 's can be empty.i
 4Next we omit the element l ; that is, we consider
X w x  4R s E ; 1, l y 1 : E j l g R . 4i i
< < < X < X X < X <  .So R s R and, for E g R , E s i y 1. From property P we knowi i i
that, for EX g RX, EX g RX with i q j / l q t necessarily,1 i 2 j
< X X <E l E G t . 3.5 .1 2
  .  ..We shall prove that under assumptions 3.3 or 3.4 all R 's are empty.i
Suppose that, for some i, R / B or, equivalently, RX / B. We distin-i i
 .  .  .  .guish two cases: a i / l q t r2 and b i s l q t r2.
 .Case a . We consider the sets
f s M A j M A _ R j R j RX .  .  . .1 1 0 i lqtyi i
and
f s M A j M A _ R j R j RX . .  .  . .2 1 0 i lqtyi lqtyi
  .  ..We know already see property P and 3.5 that
f , f g I n , t .1 2
and hence
A s V f g J n , t for i s 1, 2. .  .i i a
The desired contradiction shall take the form
< < < <max A ) A . 3.6 .i
is1, 2
We consider the set A _ A . From the construction of f and R 's, it1 1 i
follows that
A _ A s D E , .D1
EgRlq ty i
 .  .where the D E 's are defined in 2.8 . Using Lemma 4, we have
iy t nyl< < < <A _ A s R ? a y 1 ? a . 3.7 .  .1 lqtyi
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< <Now we consider A _ A. Let E be any element of R 's, so E s i y 1.1 1 i 1
We consider
X n w xD E s A s a , . . . , a g X : B A l 1, l s E .  .  .1 1 n a 1
and a , . . . , a g X ny l 3.8 .  .4lq1 n a
  . w nx .recalling that B A g 2 is the set-theoretical image of A .
It can easily be seen that
DX E g A _ A 3.9 .  .1 1
and
ly iq1X nylD E s a y 1 ? a . 3.10 .  .  .1
We also notice that, for E , E g RX, E / E , one has1 2 i 1 2
DX E l DX E s B. 3.11 .  .  .1 2
Therefore
ly iq1 nyl< < < <A _ A G R ? a y 1 ? a . 3.12 .  .1 i
Analogously, we have
ly i nyl< < < <A _ A s R ? a y 1 ? a 3.13 .  .2 i
and
iy tq1 nyl< < < <A _ A G R ? a y 1 ? a . 3.14 .  .2 1 lqtyi
 .  .Actually, it is easy to show that there are equalities in 3.12 and 3.14 .
However, that is not needed here.
 .  .  .  .Now 3.7 and 3.12 ] 3.14 enable us to state the negation of 3.6 in the
form
ly iq1 iytnyl nyl< < < <R a y 1 ? a F R ? a y 1 ? a , .  .i lqtyi
iy tq1 lyinyl nyl< < < <R a y 1 ? a F R ? a y 1 ? a , .  .lq tyi i
which is obviously false, because R / B and a ) 2.i
 . < .Case a , which we have just considered, shows that 2 t q l , l s
q  ..  . <s M A . This shows that assumption 3.4 is false. Moreover, if 2 l q t,
then necessarily
l q t
q q< <E s for all E g M A with s E s s M A s l. .  .  . .
2
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 . < XCase b . Here necessarily 2 l q t. We consider the set R and tql .r2
recall that, for E g RX , tql .r2
t q l
< < w xE s y 1 and E ; 1, l y 1 .
2
w x XBy the pigeon-hole principle there exist an i g 1, l y 1 and a T ; R tql .r2
such that i f E for all E g T and
l y t
X< < < <T G ? R . 3.15 . tql .r22 l y 1 .
< <By Lemma 5 we have E l E G t for all E , E g T and since by Case1 2 1 2
 .  .a R s B for i / t q l r2, we geti
f X s M A _ R j T g I n , t .  . . tql .r2
and hence
V f X g J n , t . .  .a
  ..We are going to show under condition 3.3 that
X < <V f ) A . 3.16 .  .
Indeed, let us write
ÇA s V M A s D j D , . . 1 2
where
D s V M A _ R , . .1  tql .r2
D s V R _ V M A _ R , . .  .2  tql.r2  tql .r2
and
X ÇV f s D j D , . 1 3
where
D s V T _ V M A _ R . .  . .3  tql .r2
 .In this terminology, equivalent to 3.16 is
< < < <D ) D . 3.17 .3 2
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We know by Lemma 4 that
 .lyt r2 nyl< <D s R ? a y 1 ? a 3.18 .  .2  tql .r2
< <and estimate D from below.3
w x < <  .Let E g T, E ; l y 1 , and E s t q l r2 y 1. We consider
n w xC E s A s a , . . . , a g X : B A l l y 1 s E .  .  . 1 n a
and a , . . . , a g X ny lq1 . . 4l n a
 . <  . <  . lyt .r2 nylq1Clearly, C E g D and C E s a y 1 ? a . We also notice3
that, for all E , E g T, E / E , we have1 2 1 2
C E l C E s B. .  .1 2
Therefore
 .lyt r2 nylq1< < < <D G T ? a y 1 ? a . 3.19 .  .3
 .  .Actually, as in the similar situation in Case a , we have equality in 3.19 ,
but again it is not needed here.
 .  .  .  .In the light of 3.15 and 3.17 ] 3.19 sufficient for 3.16 is
l y t  .lyt r2 nylq1< <R ? a y 1 ? a . tql .r22 l y 1 .
 .lyt r2 nyl< <) R ? a y 1 ? a . . tql .r2
 .  .According to 3.3 and R / B, this is true. Therefore 3.16 holds in tql .r2
 .contradiction to the optimality of A. Hence the assumption 3.3 is false
and the first part of Lemma 6 is proved.
 .  .Now let t y 1 r a y 2 be a positive integer and let
t y 1
qs M A s l s t q 2 . 3.20 .  . .
a y 2
 .We already know from Case a that
l q t
q< <E s for all E g M A with s E s l. .  .
2
 .We repeat the steps described in Case b and observe that instead of
 .  .  X. < <3.16 , under assumption 3.20 , a slightly weaker inequality V f G A
holds. Lemma 6 is proved.
We need the following ``comparison lemma,'' which makes it possible to
link the theorem with Theorem AK via its corollary in Section 4.
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Let S ; 22 w m x, that is, L g S ª L ; 2 w m x.
For given t g N, t F m, and b , b , . . . , b g Rq, we considert tq1 m
m
< <h S, b , . . . , b s max L ? b , 3.21 .  .t m i i
lgS ist
w xm .where L s L l .i i
Suppose there is an L U g S so that, for some r g N,
U < U < < <L s B if t F i - t q r and L G L ) .i i i
for all t q r F i F m and all L g S.
2 w m x q  .LEMMA 7. Let L ; 2 , b , b , . . . , b g R , and let h S, b , . . . , bt tq1 m t m
be assumed at L U g S, which is described just abo¨e. Then for any g , . . . , gt m
g Rq such that
b gi iG , i s t , . . . , m y 1, 3.22 .
b giq1 iq1
 . Ustill h S, g , . . . , g is assumed at L , that is,t m
m m
U< < < <h S, g , . . . , g s max L ? g s L ? g . .  t m i i i i
LgS ist ist
Proof. Let g , . . . , g g Rq, such that b rb G g rg for i st m i iq1 i iq1
t, . . . , m y 1 and let us prove that
m m
U< < < <L ? g G L g 3.23 . i i i i
ist ist
for every L g S.
From the condition on L U in the lemma, we know that
m m
U< < < <L b G L ? b . 3.24 . i i i i
ist ist
Without loss of generality, we can assume b s g s 1. We write them m
numbers b , . . . , b , g , . . . , g in the form:t m t m
b s 1 g s 1m m
b s d g s «my 1 my1 my1 my1
b s d ? d g s « «my 2 my1 my2 my2 my1 my2
. .. .. .
b s d ? d ??? d g s « « ??? «i my1 my2 i i my1 my2 i
??? ???
b s d d ??? d g s « « ??? « .t my1 my2 t t my1 my2 t
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 .Then condition 3.22 is equivalent to the inequality
d G « , i s t , . . . , m y 1. 3.25 .i i
Let l g N be the smallest integer for which d s « , d smy 1 my1 my2
« , . . . , d s « , but d ) « .my 2 mylq1 mylq1 myl myl
Now we consider b X, . . . , b X , where b X s b s 1, . . . , b X s bt m m m mylq1 mylq1
and b X s b ? « rd , t F i F m y l.i i myl myl
Let us show that
m m
X XU< < < <L b G L ? b . 3.26 . i i i i
ist ist
 .  .If m y l q 1 F t q r, then the condition ) and 3.24 imply
m m m m
X XU U< < < < < < < <L ? b s L ? b G L ? b G L ? b .   i i i i i i i i
ist ist ist ist
 .If m y l q 1 ) t q r, then 3.26 is equivalent to
m myl b «i mylU U< < < <L ? b q L ? i i i dmy lismylq1 istqr
m myl b «i myl
< < < <G L ? b q L ? , i i i dmy lismylq1 ist
which, in turn, is equivalent to
m m
U U< < < <d y « ? L ? b q « ? L ? b .  my l myl i i myl i i
ismylq1 istqr
m m




U< < < <d y « ? L y L b .  .my l myl i i i
ismylq1
m m
U< < < <q « L ? b y L ? b G 0. my l i i i i /
ist ist
< U < < <This is true because d ) « , L G L for i G m y l q 1 ) t q rmy l myl i i
  .  ..see condition ) and 3.24 .
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It is easily seen that, continuing this transformation, we will arrive at the
 .coefficients g , . . . , g and 3.23 holds.t m
Remark. Lemma 7 can be formulated for much more general struc-
2 w m x m   .tures. For instance, instead of 2 one can take R s L s l , . . . , l :q 1 m
4 m Ul G 0 , choose suitable S ; R , L g S, and the claim of Lemma 7 stilli q
holds.
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
At first let us recall the sets
w xn w xF s F g : F l 1, t q 2 r G t q rr  5 /k
and
n w xK s A g X : B A l 1, t q 2 r G t q r , 4 .r a
 . w nxwhere B A g 2 is the set-theoretical image of A.
Let us also define the set
w tq2 r x < < 4D r , t s D g 2 : D G t q r .
and let
w xt q 2 r
D s D l .i  /i
t q 2 r< < < <  .We note that D s 0 if i - t q r, and D s if i G t q r. Clearly,i i i
 .  .D r, t g I t q 2 r, t . We can write the cardinalities of F and K asr r
follows:
r 2 r q t n y 2 r y t
< <F s ?r  /  /t q r q j k y t y r y j
js0
tq2 r
n y 2 r y t< <s D ? i  /k y i
is0
and
r 2 r q t ry j ny2 ryt< <K s ? a y 1 ? a .r  /t q r q j
js0
tq2 r
2 rqtyiny2 ryt < <s a ? D ? a y 1 . . i
is0
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Now we present an easy but important consequence of Theorem AK
stated in the Introduction.
COROLLARY. Let
t y 1 t y 1
k y t q 1 2 q - m - k y t q 1 2 q , r g N, .  . /  /r q 1 r
4.1 .
and let
m y 2 r y t
g s for i G t . 4.2 .i  /k y i
Then
2 rqt w x2 r q t< <max A ? g , where A s A l , i i i  / . iAgI 2 rqt , t ist
 .is assumed at A s D r, t .
Now we are ready to prove our main result.
 4Proof of the theorem. Let r g 0 j N be the biggest integer so that
t y 1
t q 2 r - min n q 1, t q 2 . 4.3 . 5a y 2
From Lemma 6 it immediately follows that, for this r,
tq2 r
tq2 ryi nyty2 r< <N n , t s max A ? a y 1 ? a .  .a i
 .AgI 2 rqt , t ist
tq2 r
tq2 ryi< <s c ? max A ? a y 1 , 4.4 .  . i
 .AgI 2 rqt , t ist
where c s a ny ty2 r is a constant. We note that in the case n F t q
 .  .2 t y 1 r a y 2 we have c s 1 or c s a .
Now we are going to apply Lemma 7 with respect to m s t q 2 r,
2 w2 tq r x m y 2 r y t0 .  .S s I t q 2 r, t ; 2 , g s , i s t, . . . , t q 2 r, where m is ani 0k y i
 .  . tq2 ryi   ..integer from the interval in 4.1 , d s a y 1 see 4.4 . As a seti
U U  .  .  .L in Lemma 7 we take L s D r, t g I t q 2 r, t , since D r, t has the
U .properties and, according to the corollary, satisfies the condition in
Lemma 7 on the set L U.
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To apply Lemma 7, it remains to show the existence of a suitable m0
 .  .from the interval in 4.1 for which the condition 3.22 in Lemma 7 holds:
g di iG a y 1 s , i s t , . . . , t q 2 r y 1. 4.5 .  .
g diq1 iq1
For this, necessarily we must have
k G t q 2 r 4.6 .
and
m G a k y t q 2 r q t y 1 this follows from 4.5 . 4.7 .  .  . .0
Hence, to apply Lemma 7, it remains to show the existence of an integer
k g N for which the system of inequalities
t y 1 t y 1
k y t q 1 2 q - m - k y t q 1 2 q , .  .0 /  /r q 1 r 4.8 .
a k y t q 2 r q t y 1 F m . 0
is solvable for m g N provided that the conditions0
t y 1
k G t q 2 r and r - 4.9 .
a y 2
  .  ..hold see 4.6 and 4.3 .
 .The system 4.8 is equivalent to
¡ rm m r q 1 .0 0q t y 1-k - q t y 1,
2 r q t y 1 2 r q t q 1~ 4.10 .m 2 r q t y 10
k F y q t .¢
a a
To guarantee the existence of a k g N for the first inequality, it is
sufficient to take m so big that0
rm m r q 1 .0 0q t y 1 - q t y 2,
2 r q t y 1 2 r q t q 1
which gives
2 r q t q 1 2 r q t y 1 .  .
m ) . 4.11 .0 t y 1
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Now we consider the inequality
rm m 2 r q t y 10 0q t y 1 - y q t y 1
2 r q t y 1 a a
or, equivalently,
22 r q t y 1 - m 2 r q t y 1 y a r . .  .0
 .  .   ..Since r - t y 1 r a y 2 see condition 4.9 and, consequently, 2 r q t
y 1 y b r ) 0, we have
22 r q t y 1 .
m ) . 4.12 .0 2 r q t y 1 y a r
Next we consider the inequality
rm0
2 r q t - q t y 1,
2 r q t y 1
which gives
2 r q 1 2 r q t y 1 .  .
m ) . 4.13 .0 r
 .  .Finally, we take m g N so big, that m satisfies 4.11 ] 4.13 , and we take0 0
 .as k g N the smallest integer such that k ) rm r 2 r q t y 1 q t y 1.0
 .  .  .For these m , k g N, 4.10 and 4.9 hold. Consequently, 4.8 also0
 .  .  .holds. Hence g r g q 1 G a y 1 s d r d q 1 for all i s t, . . . , t q 2 ri i i i
y 1 and we can apply Lemma 7. This finishes the proof of the theorem
because
tq2 r
2 rqtyiny2 ryt< < < <N n , t s K s a ? D ? a y 1 , .  .a r i
is0
w xt q 2 r .  .where D s D t, r l .i i
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